Ms Vicky Cann
Corporate Europe Observatory

By email only:
vicky@corporateeurope.org

Dear Ms Cann,

I am writing with regard to your letters of 15 January and 25 January 2024, addressed to the three signatory institutions of the EU Transparency Register on behalf of Corporate Europe Observatory, concerning potential lobbying activities carried out at EU level by the campaigns ‘European Livestock Voice’ (ELV) and ‘Alliance for Sustainable Management of Chemical Risk’ (ASMoR).

Following receipt of your letters, the Transparency Register Secretariat has assessed both cases. It is our conclusion that, although several or all of the individual members of those alliances were already registered in the Transparency Register, the activities highlighted would indeed warrant, for purposes of full transparency, the registration of those alliances in the Transparency Register in their own name. To this end, the Secretariat has sent invitations to both ELV and ASMoR to register in the Transparency Register and has performed monitoring checks on all their members to verify the accuracy of the related information figuring in their own registrations. For your information, ELV\(^1\) and ASMoR\(^2\) recently joined the EU Transparency Register.

We thank you for your continued interest in the Transparency Register.

Sincerely,

Fernando FLORINDO
Coordinator of the Secretariat of the Transparency Register

---

1 European Livestock Voice, TR ID 454124791580-32
2 Alliance for Sustainable Management of Chemical Risk TR ID 181667792087-61